
 
Eco tourism, also identified as environmental tourism, is accounted travel to frail, 
immaculate, and typically secluded areas that endeavor to be small contact and 
small level. It helps instruct the explorer; provides finances for protection; directly 
profit the monetary development and political empowerment of neighboring 
communities; and fosters admiration for diverse cultures and for individual rights. 

Pro-poor tourism 
The pro poor sightseeing have to help the very poorest in mounting countries has 
been getting growing interest by those implicated in expansion and the subject has 
been addressed either during small level projects in home communities and by 
ministry of Tourism attempting to magnetize massive numbers of tourists. 

Decline tourism 
Decline tourism is a tour tendency, which evolved by means of the earth monetary 
disaster. Recognized by American entrepreneur Matt Landau (2007), decline tourism 
is defined by inexpensive, high-value experiences taking place of once-popular 
nonspecific retreats. Diverse decline tourism hotspots have seen trade boom through 
the slump appreciation to relatively low costs of income and a slow world job 
marketplace telling travelers are elongating trips where their wealth travels extra. 

Health tourism 
When there is a major price variation among countries for a specified health process, 
principally in Southeast Asia (tourists can get Vietnam visa online), India, Eastern 
Europe and where there are diverse rigid regimes, in relative to particular health trial 
(e.g. dentistry), traveling to take benefit of the cost or regulatory differences is 
frequently referred to as “health tourism”. 

Instructive or Learning tourism 
Instructive tourism urbanized, as of the emergent recognition of training and wisdom 
of information and the enhancing of practical capability outside of the classroom 
environment. In instructive tourism, the major center of the tour or free time activity 
includes visiting another country to study about the traditions, such as in Student 
Exchange Programs and Study Trips. 

Innovative tourism 
Innovative tourism has existed as a shape of educational tourism, since the early 
period of sightseeing itself. Its European heredity to the time of the Grand Tour saw 
the sons of noble families traveling for the reason of mostly interactive, learning 
experiences. More lately, innovative tourism has been given its own name by Crispin 
Raymond and Greg Richards. 

Dark tourism 
One promising area of unique interest has been acknowledged by Lennon and Foley 
(2000) as “dark” tourism. This kind of tourism involves visits to “dark” sites, such as 
battlegrounds, scenes of dreadful crimes or acts of genocide, for example: 
awareness camps. Dark tourism remains a little niche market, driven by various 
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motivations, such as bereavement, commemoration, learning, macabre 
inquisitiveness or even leisure. 

Destiny tourism 
Also known as Tourism of destiny or Last Chance Tourism this promising trend 
involves traveling to places that are environmentally or else endangered before it is 
too delayed. 
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